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Abstract
Agricultural land use planning should always be guided by a reliable tool to ensure effective decision making in
the allocation of land use and activities. The primary aim of this study is to develop a user friendly system on a
spatial basis for agricultural land suitability evaluation of four groups of agriculture commodities, including food
crops, horticultural crops, perennial (plantation) crops, grazing, and tambak (fish ponds) to guide land use
planning. The procedure used is as follows: (i) conducting soil survey based on generated land mapping units; (ii)
developing soil database in GIS; and (iii) designing a user friendly system. The data bases of the study were
derived from satellite imagery, digital topographic map, soil characteristics at reconnaissance scale, as well as
climate data. Land suitability evaluation in this study uses the FAO method. The study produces a spatial based
decision support tool called SUFIG-Wilkom that can give decision makers sets of information interactively for
land use allocation purposes.This user friendly system is also amenable to various operations in a vector GIS, so
that the system may accommodate possible additional assessment of other land use types.
Keywords: agricultural land use, GIS, land suitability evaluation, decision support, SUFIG-Wilkom
1. Introduction
Land use planning in agricultural development is necessary to guide decision makers in attempting to select
appropriate types of land use, determining optimal spatial locations of the planned agricultural activity,
identifying and formulating opportunities for land use change, and anticipating the consequences of changing
land use policies. As a core component of land use planning, land suitability assessment is fundamental at all
stages of planning and implementation, and at any stage of development of an area (Nurmiaty & Baja, 2014) to
determine the suitability and availability of land for alternative uses.
In Indonesia, agricultural development has gradually shifted to using marginal land as agricultural land is
undergoing a massive transformation. This is often accompanied by changing objectives of land use, owing to
increasing demands for specific commodities in the rural environment. Such a practice threatens long-term
ecologically sustainable production which is recognized as a key element of food security, particularly in
resource-poor areas. Moreover, land use change from agriculture to non-agriculture as such becomes one of
common phenomena in urban and rural areas that threaten the country’s food security program.
Therefore, a tool needs to be developed to assist land resource assessment in the decision making of land use
choices for a dual and indivisible role: the first being that of maximizing benefits (productivity of the land), and
the other being that of managing public goods: the environment (see Baja, 2009). To achieve this, it requires an
effective management of geospatial information on the land on which such decisions should be based. Land
suitability evaluation, as one of the branches of land resource evaluation (FAO, 1976) or land resource
assessment, has been recognized among land use planners and policy makers as a primary tool for making
appropriate land use choices (see Baja, 2009; Elsheikh et al., 2013).
From land resource assessment perspectives, collection of information over space and time has always
outperformed our ability to interpret and apply the data. Consequently, the major goal of land suitability
evaluation for site-specific management, which is to see a continuous improvement of management decisions,
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has laggedd as a result of poor agronnomic interpreetation and infformation deliivery (Cook & Bramley, 2001).
Engineers,, soil scientistss, agronomistss, and geo-spattial analysts m
must together ddevelop framew
works to maxiimize
the flow off information back
b
to farm m
managers to im
mprove land maanagement.
Nowadayss, user friendlyy system in forrm of decisionn support system (DSS) has bbecome one off important too
ols in
land use pplanning and management
m
((Demetriou et al., 2012; Suugumaran, 20111), and speciffically, has cre
eated
opportunitties for providiing informatioon on site-speciific land manaagement througgh the collectioon and synthessis of
land resouurces and produuction data in the fields (Aubbert et al., 20112). The primaary aim of this study is to dev
velop
a user frieendly system for
fo assessing laand suitability for agriculturral developmennt using Geoggraphic Information
Systems (G
GIS). The fram
mework develooped will leadd to better interrpretation of pprecision land m
management in the
study areaa. In South Sulawesi,
S
Indoonesia, such tool is requirred to enablee integrating eexisting geosp
patial
informatioon in a form thhat is amenable to various pprocedures in decision makking processes in management of
agriculturaal land.
2. Materiaals and Methoods
2.1 Study A
Area
The study area selected for the application of this uuser friendly syystem is Jenepponto District. It is located about
a
90 km souuthwest of Maakassar, the caapital of Soutth Sulawesi Prrovince (Figurre 1 and Figuure 2). This district
consists off eleven sub-districts, with a total area of aapproximatelyy 79.000 ha (B
BPS Kabupatenn Jeneponto, 2013).
This region is recognizeed as one of thee areas with thhe driest climaate regimes in South Sulawesi. Due to a lack of
water avaiilability, the prredominant lannd use in this area is dry laand agriculturee, with the maain crops are maize
m
and rainfedd rice. Maize (local
(
variety) has long beenn recognized ass the main com
mmodity in thiss region.
2.2 The Daatabase
The user friendly systeem developed in this studyy utilizes dataa sets from thhe following ssources: (i) digital
topographiic map; (ii) sooil map and ssoil characterisstics; (ii) clim
mate data; and (iii) LANDSA
AT imagery. Some
S
additional supporting data
d
include administration boundary at a sub-district level (Indoneesian: kecama
atan),
geology, contours, catchhment boundaryy, land use/lannd cover.

Figuure 1. Study arrea at Sulawessi Island (left) aand Landsat im
mage showing the location of project site
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Figuree 2. Administration boundaryy of study areaa
patial
Digital toppographic mapps of study areea with a scalle of 1 : 50,0000 from BIG ((National Ageency for Geosp
Informatioon) were used as a reference for mapping. The digital toppographic mapps were availaable in a vectorr GIS
format, maakes it easier to
t build data bbases in a standdard vector GIIS. All the datta layers were stored using UTM
U
(Universall Transverse Mercator)
M
coorrdinate system
m. As the area of interest coovers three sheeets of topogra
aphic
maps, thenn a process off joining all thee elements of map layer waas undertaken, before defininng the bounda
ary of
study areaa. The main daata layers used include contoour lines (25 m
meter interval), rivers and strreams, roads (m
main,
secondary,, and tertiary), and residentiaal sites.
In this stuudy, the main reference forr soil data layyers is land syystems map ddeveloped by Regional Phy
ysical
Planning P
Project for Traansmigration ((RePPProT, 19988) at a recoonnaissance sccale (Figure 3)). However, with
w a
GIS technnique further division of laand mapping units (based on topographhy, land use, and geology) was
undertakenn to provide a basis for field survey and saampling proceddures in the fieeld.

Figure 3. Land system
ms of study areaa (note: the sym
mbols in the leegend signify llocal name of lland systems, at
a a
reconnnaissance scalee)
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2.2 Land Suitability Evaluation Method
Land evaluation procedures in this study involve eight main components (Figure 4). The assessment of land
quality for a specific type of land use should be based on land use requirements and constraints. Such
requirements and constraints are then used as the basis for establishing what is termed evaluation criteria or
decision criteria. This is then considered as a multicriteria decision making analysis (Sarkar et al., 2016). With
reference to these decision criteria, a set of algorithms is then employed to match the existing quality of land and
the requirements of that particular type of land use. The matching procedure then gives rise to a ranking of the
potential of land for a given purpose (Nurmiaty & Baja, 2014), whether categorical or continuous grades.
Regardless of the approaches employed, the final result of land evaluation is a map that portrays the divisions of
the area of interest into suitability classes or indices of land units for a nominated land use.
1 LAND USE

2 LAND UNIT

3 Requirements/

4 Land attributes

constraints

5 Evaluation
criteria

8 Validation
6 Evaluation
procedure

7 Suitability
rating

Figure 4. Components of land suitability evaluation in this study
Database of the system contains various commands for depicting land suitability class in the study region. Land
suitability classification in this study was undertaken based on the framework for land evaluation guidelines of
FAO (1976). The classification is purely based on inherent land characteristics, which is popular among soil
scientists and agronomists, where the main concern is classifying the land according to the goodness or
appropriateness of soil characteristics for a specific purpose (see for example Baja et al., 2014; Davidson et al.,
1994). As seen in CSR/FAO (1983), the FAO’s land suitability scheme is divided into Order, Class, Sub Class,
and Unit. Order is the global land suitability group, and is divided into S (Suitable) and N (Not Suitable). Class
is the land suitability group within the Order level. Land suitability classification is undertaken based on the
level of detail of the data available. For example, at a semi detailed mapping activity the S order is divided into
Highly Suitable (S1), Moderately Suitable (S2), and Marginally Suitable (S3). In the “Not Suitable” order no
further division is made.
Furthermore, Sub-Class is indicated by the type and level or degree of limitations in each division. For example,
land unit having a limiting factor of rooting condition at a marginal level is indicated by a Subclass S3rc. Further,
detailed divisions of Sub-Classes into Units can be made according to differentiation in soil effective depths. The
effective depths of 50 -70 cm and <50 cm, are respectively classified as S3rc1 and S3rc2 (Djaenuddin et al.,
2003).
2.3 Land Units And Soil Characteristics
Soil characteristics surveyed and analysed for developing the SUFIG-Wilkom system include those forming the
basic criteria for land suitability classification according to FAO (1976) (Table 1). The data on climate such as
average temperature, rainfall, number of dry months were obtained from local meteorological station.
Table 1. Land qualities and land characteristics observed in the study area (CSR/FAO, 1983)
Land Qualities
Temperature (tc)
Water availability (wa)
Oxygen availability (oa)

Land Characteristics
Average temperature (oC)
Rainfall (mm), moisture (%), Number of dry months
Drainage
14
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Texture, Coarse material (%), Soil depth (cm), Peat Depth (cm), Depth (cm) of
mineral interlayer or enrichment (if any), Maturity/ripeness
Clay CEC (cmol/kg), Base saturation (%), pH (H2O),
Organic C (%)
Salinity (dS/m)
Alkalinity/ESP (%)
Depth of sulfidic materials (cm)
Slope (%), erosion
Inundation
Surface stoniness (%), Surface outcrops (%)

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 GIS Database Processing
In this project, data processing and spatial analysis were undertaken in a vector GIS, on the basis of different
themes developed earlier in system development. A GIS database table containing the names and codes of all
unique attributes in the study area was constructed in a relational database system. As seen in a common GIS
data base, unique soil identification numbers (IDs) were assigned to each record, and fields were added to
indicate map unit types and a general classification of soil type at a sub-group level. Relationships between the
various data sources as mentioned above were defined and well organized in a system (GIS and its derived
subsystem SUFIG-Wilkom). At each stage of database processing, careful consideration was given when
designing a spatially referenced soils database to ensure database table linkages, due to the nature of soil
mapping units, taxonomic classifications (USDA, 2006), and the taxonomic level at which the soils were
mapped, and the level at which soil attribute data was recorded. It also applies to other GIS data layers and
attributes.
In terms of land suitability classification, SUFIG-Wilkom contains interactive commands that has a linkage to
database of land and requirements of crops. In GIS systems, all these data sets provide a complex set of
relationships between soil profile attribute data (i.e., characteristics as shown in Table 1), soil type, and soil
mapping unit, so that the flow of soil profile data from the soil attribute tables to linkage with the database tables
of the digital soil maps can be well understood. The tables are arranged such that all relationships are
“one-to-many,” thereby facilitating data flow and database queries in GIS (Baja, 2009). GIS database consists of
two sets: spatial data and attribute information attached to spatial data.
3.2 Programming Tools
SUFIG-Wilkom is constructed by utilizing a programming tools that allow for customizing the existing
application programs in GIS. With such tools, the capability and functionality of SUFIG-Wilkom can be
improved considerably or even expanded up better than the standard package modules (see for examples, Andreu
et al., 1996; Oliver et al., 2012). All the functionality contained in SUFIG-Wilkom can be controlled by a
program that is created using the Visual Basic programming tools. Visual Basic is a system that is more powerful
and more compatible with other applications including ArcObject features that allow for creation of a
stand-alone application.
3.2.1 Menu and Toolbar
Menu is a list of commands that is found at the top of SUFIG-Wilkom, while toolbar is a set of tools that are
grouped according to their respective functions. This study utilises four main menus that are prepared for use in
current research or future development. These main menus consist of (Figure 5):
• Commodity_Selection
• Land_Characteristics
• Economic_Analysis
• Spatial_Analysis
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Figuure 5. The mainn menu on SU
UFIG-Wilkom
m
consists oof six sub-mennus, where the division is bassed on the grouuping of plants and
Commoditty_Selection menu
area calcullation tool of land suitabilityy classes. The ssix submenus aare as follows (Figure 6):
• Food_Crrops
• Horticulttural_Crops
• Plantatioon _Crops
• Grazing
• Tambak (Fish Ponds)
• Land_Suuitability_Classs_Area

Figuure 6. Submenuu for Commoddity_Selection
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The menuu for Land_Characteristicss consists thhree submenuus, namely B
Base_Map, Thhematic_Map, and
Soil_Charaacteristic_Mapp. Each submeenu contains m
map layers (spattial data) accompanied by atttribute inform
mation
that can bee accessed inteeractively withhin the system (Han et al., 20012).
Toolbar avvailable in thhis system connsists of threee buttons whiich are groupped in the SIL
L-Jeneponto group
g
. The first button is used to display lannd suitability cllass and area (in ha) of each polygon clicked or
pointed. T
The second buutton is used too show the ecconomic feasibbility (still in development),, whereas the third
button is ffeaturing limitiing factors on land suitabilitty classes exceept for land wiith class S1, w
where no signifficant
limitation exists.
3.2.2 Form
ms
A form is used for enabling the system
m to create a G
GUI (Graphicaal User Interfaace) as a mediuum to interact with
the user. A form containss the componeents and controol as needed. F
Form is designeed to enable ussers to interactt with
the system
m, or commonnly referred too as user frieendly. In this system, theree are two form
ms that have been
developedd, i.e., form foor Food Crops, consisting of two piecess of control, nnamely CombboBox and Bu
utton.
ComboBox gives users the
t option to cchoose type of crops, such ass Irrigated Ricee, Rainfed Ricce, Corn, Soybeans,
Peanuts, G
Green Beans, Cassava
C
and Sw
weet Potato. C
Controls in the form Button iis used to execcute the selection in
the CombooBox control. Menus
M
developped at this stagge are as follow
ws:
•

Form for Land Suitability Cllass presents ccommodity naames, land suittability classess, and area of each
laand suitability classes.
• Form for Them
matic Map has a choice in thhe ComboBox for various tyypes of themattic maps, inclu
uding
cllimate land covver, slope, geoological, forestt status, watersshed, and land system.
• Form for Landd Characteristtics Map, has a choice inn the CombooBox for variious types off soil
chharacteristics maps,
m
such as:: texture, conteent of nitrogenn, rock types, oorganic C conttent, CEC, soil pH,
saalinity, bulk deensity, phosphoor, potassium, hydraulic connductivity.
Apart from
m the above meentioned forms there are twoo other forms w
will be developped in the nextt stage of this study,
namely: Economic Analysis (see Walppole, 1998), annd Spatial Anallysis. Due to itts flexibility, thhe system may
y also
expanded tto other requirred tools (Meennsel et al., 20112; Eastwood eet al., 2012).
3.3 How SSUFIG-Wilkom
m Works
SUFIG-Wi
Wilkom applicaation works on a standaalone platform
m, so by doouble-clickingg the shortcu
ut of
SUFIG-W
Wilkom on the desktop
d
screenn, it will displayy the main pagge as shown inn Figure 7.

F
Figure 7. Main page of SUFIIG-Wilkom
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If the splassh form is clossed, the applicaation system w
will automaticaally call the thrree layers show
wn in the map area,
namely Rooads, Rivers and
a the Districct Boundaries iin the district of Jeneponto. In addition too displaying a base
map of thee area map, meenus and form
ms attached to eeach sub menuu are ready forr use, includingg a toolbar tha
at has
been madee at the time off system designn. Here are som
me examples sshowing how tthe system worrks.
3.3.1 Dispplaying Commoodity_Selectionn Options Mennu
If the Com
mmodity_Selecction menu is sselected, and thhen select a suub menu Food__Crop, then thhe system will open
the form selection of crops.
c
When choosing onee type of food crops like Irrigated Ricee, the system will
automaticaally display thhe map of lannd suitability ffor Irrigated R
Rice, as shownn in Figure 8. The polygons are
displayed bbased land suiitability classes. For S1 classs (suitable) dissplays green, thhe S2 class (m
moderately suittable)
depicts bluue, S3 class (m
marginally suitaable) is represeented by yellow
w colour, and N class (not suuitable) as red. The
color may be changed acccording to user’s preferencees. To accountt for area of eaach land suitabbility class, then the
user selectts a sub menuu Land_Suitability_Class_Arrea. Selection of other crop types may bee done in the same
way; everry land suitabbility maps caan be displayyed automaticcally based onn the optionss that exist in
n the
Food_Cropps form.

Figuree 8. Land suitaability layer forr Irrigated Ricee
f Land Charaacteristics
3.3.2 Dispplaying Menu for
Menu for Land Charactteristics Map cconsists of thrree sub-menuss as describedd on the designn of the menu
u and
toolbar, ass follow: (i) suub-menu for bbase maps; (ii) sub-menu foor thematic maaps; and (iii) sub-menu for land
characterisstics map. Eacch sub-menu coontains attribuute informationn, which is am
menable to variious operationss and
map queriees (see also Ellsheikh, 2013; Han et al., 20112, Oliver et aal., 2016).
3.3.3 Suppporting Compoonents
SUFIG-Wi
Wilkom application system woorks on the ArrcGIS platform
m so that all facilities ownedd by ArcGIS ca
an be
used on thhe system, suchh as:
•

Menuu Bar Standardd, is a collectioon of menus thhat are owned iin ArcMap.

•

Tablee of Contents (TOC), can bee regarded as content data ccontained in thhe Map Area. TOC consistss of a
framee that containss layers that reepresent the daata. Some actions that can bbe performed bby the TOC arre: (i)
Set thhe compositionn of the layerss that exist in Area Map; (iii) defines propperty as a sym
mbol of spatial data,
queryy, transparencyy, labeling inteernational baseed on the attribbutes etc.; (iii) View the coorrdinate system used;
(iv) O
Open the attribbute table of sppatial data.

•

Toolbbox is a collecction of tools tthat are providded to carry ouut certain operrations. Toolboox can be activ
vated
by cliicking the iconn on the Toolbar menu standard of ArcToolbox.

•

Foldeer Area (work area), is an areea that shows tthe existing sppatial data.
18
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•

Map coordinates, like other G
GIS software, ArcMap hass a facility thhat can show
w map coordinates
dynam
mically based on the movem
ment of the mouuse. It is locateed on the loweer left side of thhe work area.

•

Data Exploration uses
u
the Zoom
m In button, too enlarge the ddesired area off the work areea. This is don
ne by
presssing the left mouse button thhen form a gridd and then releease the left m
mouse button to enlarge the view.
v
Use tthe Pan button to move the m
map is in the w
work area. Press the mouse annd then drag thhe desired direction,
then rrelease the moouse button. Cllick the Full Exxtent button too display the m
map as a wholee.

3.4 System
m and Map Prooducts
The outpuuts of SUFIG-W
Wilkom are tw
wo-folds. Firstt is the system
m itself, that caan help users iin decision ma
aking
processes. Second is maap products. M
Map product m
may be compoosed using layyout formats aaccording to user’s
u
preferencees. From the avvailable map llayers, users m
may also createe various statisstics forms forr presentation, such
as tables, diagrams, grraphs extracteed from conteents of GIS database of correspondingg map layers. For
Land_Chaaracteristics suub-menu, for eexamples, it m
may be displayyed by each tyype of land chharacteristics, or
o by
overall lannd suitability level for a sppecific crop. For instance, soil acidity innformation inn the study area is
presented in Figure 9, annd its attribute information m
may be extracteed from spatiall data at variouus forms.

Figure 9. Distribution oof Top soil pH
H in the study aarea
4. Conclussion
This studyy has produceed a user frienndly system tthat can be ussed for optim
mal decision m
making in land
d use
(agriculturral commodityy) allocation, onn the basis of land suitabilityy assessment. T
The SUFIG-W
Wilkom system
m runs
interactiveely in GIS to guide users tto understandd the study arrea, especiallyy land characteristics, assoc
ciated
informatioon related to laand use, and the suitabilityy of area to seelected crop tyypes. The systtem facilitates four
groups off agriculture commodities,
c
including foood crops, hortticultural cropps, perennial (plantation) crops,
grazing, annd fish pond (tambak). Thee system is am
menable to vaarious updatingg mechanismss to facilitate more
parameterss and criteria, as well as morre attribute datta to enable opptimal decisionn may be madee at different scales
of assessm
ment. A user frriendly system
m based on GIIS demonstrateed in this studdy can accomm
modate inform
mation
sets at diffferent level of detail, from reeconnaissance scale to detaileed mapping whhere the spatiaal data are avaiilable
with a goood mapping acccuracy.
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